
 
Affidavit For Relocated Plots 

(On Stamp Paper Worth Rs.50/-) 

 
 

 I      S/O  /  D/O                   resident of  
   , do hereby solemnly affirm, declare and sworn on oath as 
under:- 
 

1. That, Subject to the terms and conditions of the allocation letter, Plot 
No.     Phase    of DHA Lahore has been allocated to 
me, without delivery of possession (hereinafter referred to as the original plot). 
 

2. That I acknowledge that aforesaid original plot is under 
encroachment/litigation/dispute etc and currently not available for 
development and / or delivery of possession, as the case may be. 
 

3. I understand and acknowledge that on account of aforesaid 
constraints/encumbrance no development of the original plot or area in the 
vicinity could be carried out by DHA. Therefore, DHA may grant me an 
alternative plot in lieu of the original plot in accordance with the policy of DHA 
in vogue regarding relocation of plot.   
 

4. That I hereby express my willingness and consent to accept the 
decision of relocation of plot made by DHA. 
 

5. That I undertake not to hold DHA responsible in future for relocation of 
plot and confirm not to bring any claim, monetary or otherwise against DHA. I 
hereby surrender/abandon any and all rights, absolute or contingent, about 
the original Plot No     even after the clearance of 
encumbrance (if any). I confirm that I will not raise any objection regarding the 
location of the relocated plot, payment of development charges in respect 
thereof etc and / or claim any alleged differential in value of relocated plot and 
original plot.  
 

6. That I agree to execute consent letter reiterating my acceptance of 
relocated plot as and when required by DHA. 
 

7. I acknowledge and appreciate the efforts made by DHA to allocate 
relocated plot to me. I understand that DHA will undertake/proceed with the 
development of relocated plot and area in the vicinity in accordance with its 
policy and by-laws. I agree that after development, DHA shall transfer 
ownership thereof and deliver possession of said relocated plot according to 
its policy and bye-laws, subject to the clearance of all development charges. 
 

8. I have signed and executed this Affidavit with free-will and after seeking 
legal advice accordingly and I own its contents. 
 

 

  Witnesses        Deponent 

1. Signature     

2. Name      

3. CNIC No     

    

 


